
ThE KOSOvO KNOT: 
IS a faIR SOluTION pOSSIblE?1

public discussions about possible outcomes of the Kosovo knot havebecome noticeably livelier recently. the united states and the eu are strivingto make themselves an indispensable part of the settlement and arecompeting for the leading role in this process. in addition, as it happenedbefore, they often disregard the opinions of other stakeholders, which factcalls into question the very possibility of finding a fair solution. looking backinto the recent past and analysing the regrettable consequences of externalinterference in the region’s affairs is something that must be done if we wantto avoid making more mistakes. We also believe it is important to provide ageneral assessment of the current state of affairs and to outline ourfundamental approaches to the Kosovo settlement.the unresolved Kosovo problem has for over 20 years been an obstacleto a full-fledged stabilisation in the Western balkan region and given rise tomore outbursts of tension. the time bomb was laid at a time when theWestern allies that bombed yugoslavia in 1999 set the goal of ensuring theregion’s independence in circumvention of international law. it was doneunder a cynical front of “multivariance,” meaning it would be done either
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with or without belgrade’s consent. in other words, serbia’s opinion wasignored from day one. such a flawed approach in flagrant violation of unsCR1244 is aimed solely at satisfying the Kosovars’ separatist aspirations.in 2008, when “independence” was announced in pristina by way ofaccomplished fact, persistent attempts were made to talk moscow andbelgrade into believing that the negotiating potential had been exhausted.Russia’s and serbia’s calls, including at the highest level, to continue the talksand stick to the international law and unsCR 1244 were ignored. a coupleof years later, the developments had the parties   resume the dialogue. brusselsacted as a mediator, and the un General assembly approved it by Resolution64/298 in 2010.since then, the international community could see on many occasionsthat the only way to find a viable settlement was to do so while observingunsCR 1244 with a balanced and genuine consideration of the stakeholders’interests.the concept of Kosovo’s self-proclaimed “sovereignty” fell through. it isnot supported either in the balkans, or in europe, or other parts of the worldfor that matter. about half of the un member states do not recognise Kosovo’s“statehood” and the number of such countries is growing. more and morecapitals are realising the danger (including for themselves) of the precedentcreated by Kosovo involving external military interference in the affairs of anindependent state under far-fetched pretexts.the failure of Kosovo’s independence can be clearly seen from thesituation in that region.Kosovo is in the grips of political chaos. local parties are mired in a bitterfight for power, scheming, mutual accusations and clan feuds amid economicdownfall and rampant crime. under these circumstances, the “state building”which the local leaders and their external sponsors love to talk about turnedinto a sham.the wide presence in Kosovo of criminal elements associated withterrorist groups in the middle east, primarily syria, as well as with criminalgangs in the balkans and other parts of europe, means that the region withits rich historical and cultural heritage is becoming a den of thieves andcriminals of all stripes.should this be any surprise with former Kosovo liberation armyringleaders holed up as pristina’s ruling elite? to investigate the atrocities,including murders and abductions for the purpose of illicit trafficking ofhuman organs committed by some of them, a special court was created at the
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eu initiative following a report by paCe member dick marty. We are stillwaiting for this judicial body to go live and bring charges against the criminals.international presence should be beneficial for normalising the situation.unfortunately, this is not happening. For years, the Kosovo Force has beenpassive in ensuring serbs’ security, which is their main mission. one of theconsequences of this inactivity is the aggravation of the situation withpreserving the relics of the serbian orthodox Church located in this region.energetic and targeted efforts of unesCo, the osCe and the Council ofeurope are needed to guarantee their safety.the effectiveness of the united nations interim administration missionin Kosovo (unmiK), whose mandate is defined by unsCR 1244, also leavesmuch to be desired. it is difficult to expect anything different when pristinashamelessly disregards this security Council resolution. the West, however,has turned a blind eye to the Kosovars’ brazen behaviour and downplays theincidents of intimidation of un personnel.the fact that Camp bondsteel was usurped is causing our concern. it wascreated as a peacekeeping base but turned into an off-limits training site forthe Kosovo “armed forces”, which causes our deep concern. in fact, it’s anattempt to whitewash the Kosovo liberation army, which started the war inthe late 1990s that led to the region breaking away from serbia.the question about the nato countries’ liability for using munitions withdepleted uranium during the 1999 bombing in serbia, especially Kosovo,remains open. the local population continues to suffer en masse from theradioactive contamination, and international peacekeepers have also felt itsdebilitating effect. a recent court ruling in France has confirmed that thenato aggression left a deadly and lasting mark on serbia.irresponsible politicians with their Great albania rhetoric regularly addfuel to the flames of this smoldering conflict. their Western colleagues arein no hurry to censure the activists who are broadcasting the ideas of Greatalbania from pristina and tirana. meanwhile, the destructive potential of thisideology is capable of burying the system of regional stability that tookdecades to build.over the past few months, the eu and the united states have beenvigorously campaigning for resuming a dialogue between belgrade andpristina. of course, we are supportive of the political methods of settlement,but we believe that the talks should be based on the principle of bona fideimplementation of previous agreements. the key principle is creating a full-fledged Community of Kosovo serbian municipalities (CKsm) endowed with
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the appropriate authority. the eu’s direct responsibility as an intermediaryin the negotiating process is to have the Kosovo authorities fulfill theirobligations. so far, no progress has been made in creating the CKsm.prior to the new phase in the dialogue, it was necessary to revoke theanti-serb discriminatory measures introduced by the pristina authorities inrecent years. as a mediator, the eu must ensure that the Kosovars will notresume this vicious practice.let’s hope that the eu high Representative for Foreign affairs andsecurity policy Josep borrell and the eu special Representative for thebelgrade-pristina dialogue miroslav lajcak will act as honest brokers.at the same time, we note that serbia’s admission to the eu is still usedby some as a lever to exert pressure on belgrade in matters of recognisingKosovo’s “independence.” it turns out that to become an eu member, theapplicant state must give away a chunk of its territory. those behind thisabsurd demand see a certain threat in the possible adjustment of the Kosovoadministrative line. such a concern seems all the more hypocritical if youthink about who and how dismembered yugoslavia.Regardless, Russia and serbia continue to believe that it is necessary tocomply with unsCR 1244. the search for a compromise during the negotiatingprocess is the exclusive prerogative of belgrade and pristina. they mustarticulate and adopt the final decision to be approved by the un securityCouncil. moscow will agree only with a settlement that belgrade will accept.With regard to external assistance to the talks, it should be impartial inmonitoring compliance with the international legal framework for dialoguewithout imposing ready-made solutions.moscow and belgrade are strategic partners. our aim is to deepenmutually beneficial cooperation in a wide range of areas. this approach willnot be affected by serbia’s plan to negotiate accession to the eu. serbia willcontinue to promote its ties with Russia and the eaeu.We will continue to work closely to achieve settlement in Kosovo basedon respect for un security Council Resolution 1244.
Sergej Lavrov and Ivica Dačić
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